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GENERAL BRIEFING
 Summary on EMP Implementation
-

The spoil of construction packages has been resolved. The disposal of the waste soil
of the tender packages has been settled. The excess amount of CW8 was brought in
two trading auctions. The amount of soil excavated when building culverts in CW9
has been filled, however, the soil in unfinished parts is still assemble on site. The
little remaining soil of CW 7 is used by people to use for paving the roads, filling
the sunken place in the family.

-

The Contractors (MB-WS, MB-WW, MB-UR, MB-MRF, CW-11) submitted the
Site Environmental Management Plans (SEMP) to the PMU and were approved
prior to this reporting period and before commencement of construction in
accordance with the regulations.

-

The Construction Supervision Consultant (CSC) and the PMU has requested
contractors to implement corrective actions for non-complied issues

-

CSC’s contract will be extended and adjusted to adequately supervise
environmental issues as requirement in the Loan Convenant of GMS project.
• Description of monitoring activities

-

-

-

•

Monitoring the Contractor's EMP compliance is carried out daily/weekly by the
construction supervision consultant (CSC) through visual inspection in the field.
The EMP Contractor's environmental management effectiveness is assessed by the
environmental and safety officers of the CSC.
The subcontractors of the independent monitoring consultant conducted samples
and analyses environmental indicators with regard to: air, soil, surface water and
groundwater. Most indicators are within the limits of the current standards of
Vietnam.
During the reporting period, monitoring samples weren’t taken. The sampling
program plan will be reviewed to match the adjusted construction phase of the subprojects including the additional subproject: Expanding Moc Bai wastewater
collection system

Key issues, corrective actions taken, and complaints
-

The environmental mitigation measures under the EMPs and the Site Environmental
Management Plans were implemented and adjusted according to request of PMU
and CSC on time.

-

The CSC supervises the implementation of Contractors' mitigation measures and
environmental efficiency daily, providing site instructions for adjustments and
addition activities if the Contractor's mitigation measures are not met the
requirements.

-

There were no complaints about environmental issues and safety in the reporting
period

Key activities planned in the next reporting period
Environmental requirements should be included in the bidding documents of
additional subproject: Expanding Moc Bai wastewater collection system (21.5km)
according the EMP of the subproject approval.
- Adding and update the SEMP of the Moc Bai urban road package because the road
will be built to extend Road D 51 by 746m and Road D10 by 113m. PMU will
approve the contractor's SEMP report.
- Monitoring environmental effectiveness through sampling programs
- Supervising the contractor's compliance with the SEMP, the HSE monitoring
activities of CSC as required in the EMP;
- Assessing the compliance with the Loan Agreement of the project in term of
environment
 Comments



-

-

-

-

Compliance with the EMP, the implementation of mitigation measures have been
carrying out well in general, some minor environmental and safety issues mostly
related to the inadequateness of personal protective equipment (PPE) for workers
during construction;
The CSC has been commenced their missions on HSE monitoring as soon as the
commencement of construction. Monthly construction progress reports including
environmental safety monitoring parts for each bidding package have been fully
prepared and submitted on schedule;
The CSC should have specific minutes / site instructions for the contractor about
safety and environment issues. Keep the minutes at construction supervision
consultant office and submit to PMU.

PROJECT OVERVIEW, GENERAL ON SAFEGUARD ISSUES

1. Project Overview
1. Project objective: Improved transport connectivity between GMS countries has been
strengthening urban connections and building strong foundations for people, goods and
services flow more efficiently. This premise also contributes significantly to the
enhancement of trade exchange activities in border districts and corridor towns. Cities and
towns along the Southern Economic Corridor (SEC) linking Vietnam to Cambodia and in
the East-West Economic Corridor (EWEC) linking Vietnam to Lao PDR have a strategic
position and plays the role of investment and dynamic economic growth centers. In spite
of the tremendous economic opportunities available, corridor towns are still facing the
challenge of meeting the needs of urban infrastructure and the necessary support services
due to rapid urban population growth and the need to expand new urban areas. With a
favourable environment for local strategic economic development, adequate infrastructure
and institutional capacity to manage future development, corridor towns are expected to
attract. Investing from the public sector in urban environment infrastructure and

encouraging private investment are interested in investing in urban economic
infrastructure.
2. The GMS project includes 6 subprojects:
(i). Moc Bai urban road subproject (CW 8)
- Construction location: Moc Bai urban area, Ben Cau district, Tay Ninh province.
- Constructing 05 roads with a length of 12.609 km.
(ii). Moc Bai Water supply sub-project (CW7)
- Construction location: Moc Bai urban area, Ben Cau district, Tay Ninh province.
- Capacity: 7,000 m3 / day, night
(iii). Moc Bai Waste water treatment sub-project (CW9)
- Construction location: Moc Bai urban area, Ben Cau district, Tay Ninh province.
- Capacity: 3,000 m3 / day- night (phase 1)
(iv). Moc Bai Materials recovery facility sub-project (CW10)
- Construction location: Thanh Duc commune, Go Dau district
- Capacity: 8 tons / day.
(v) Upgrading An Thanh - Phuoc Chi road sub-project
- Location: An Thạnh/Phuoc Chi Commune, Ben Cau and Trang Bang district.
- Renovating and upgrading 14km of urban roads
(vi) Expansion of wastewater collection system for WWTP subproject
- Location: Ben Cau Town - Ben Cau district
- Constructing 21.5 km of sewage collection pipes and households connection.

2. Project Progress
(i) Civil construction packages
3. There are totally 6 civil construction packages for 6 subprojects as described in the
following Table.

Table 1. Names and codes of the civil work packages to be used in the report
No.

Name of Packages

Code

Contractors

1

Moc Bai Urban Road

MB-UR

CIENCO 4

2

Moc Bai Water Supply System

MB-WS

WASECO

3

Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment Plant

MB-WWTP

4

Moc Bai Material Recovery Facility

MB-MRF

5

Upgrading An Thanh - Phuoc Chi Road

CW-11

6

Expansion of wastewater collection system for CW-12
Ben Cau WWTP

SEEN
TBS
Dong Thuan
Ha&Bang Duong
No bidding yet

4. Moc Bai Urban road package: signed construction contract with the contractor in
November 2017 and issued Order to start construction on November 13, 2017. Subproject
will construct extension D51 by 746m and D10 by 113m. Moc Bai urban road sub-project
has completed 83% of the volume of construction.
5. The Moc Bai water supply plant package- MB-WS: signed construction contract with
the contractor in February 2017 and issued the Order to start construction on July 10, 2017.
The package has completed 98% of the volume and will have to extend the construction
period.
6. The Moc Bai wastewater treatment plant package- MB-WWTP: has completed the
process of bid evaluation, negotiation and signing the contract with the contractor in May
2017, issuing Order to start construction on July 10, 2017. The package has completed 85%
of the physical volume, but will need to extend the construction time.
7. Moc Bai Material Facility Package: MB-MRF: signed a contract with the contractor in
March 2017 and issued the Order to start construction on May 8, 2017. The package has
completed construction handed over to the operator.
8. The An Thanh - Phuoc Chi Road Package- CW-11: signed a contract with the contractor
in December 2019 and issued the Order to start construction on December 25, 2019.
9. The Expansion of wastewater collection system for Ben Cau WWTP: sent the bidding
documents to ADB on November 11, 2019. PMU will submit to Department of Planning
and Investment in Tay Ninh to consider and decide the selection plan of the contract,
tentatively approved by the end of March 2020.
(ii) Consulting Services Packages
10. Construction Supervision and Equipment Installation Package (CS-24): awarded
contract to EXP. International Services, Inc (Canada) from October 28, 2016. The
consultant performed the mission of supervising the construction and installation of 4
subprojects ( MB-UR, MB-WS, MB-WWTP, MB-MRF). The supervision consultant

package will be extended the contract period according to the project's general contract
period. The package is submitted to ABD for extension until December 31, 2020.
11. Independent monitoring package: Implemented by Human Resource Development and
Consulting Limited Company (CHR) from December 1, 2015 to supervise activities related
to land acquisition and land clearance, compensation payment, resettlement and
environmental issues. The Quang Tri PMU is proposing an extension until the end of
project on June 30, 2021.
12. Project Management Support and Capacity Development package (PMSCD): awarded
to Fichtner - Anycon - Dohwa joint venture from November 12, 2014. PMSCD consultants
mobilized international and national experts to support PMU in professional fields such as
engineering, resettlement, environment, training, monitoring and evaluation. The PMSCD
Consulting package has been expire on June 2019. Tay Ninh PPC issued a decision on the
approval for using counter-part fund for project management consultants (CV No.
2920/UBND-KTTC dated 30/12/2019). Based on that decision, The Tay Ninh PMU has
signed the contract with IAC Consulting Co., LTD as the PMSCD for the project.
Table 2. Project overview, summary of project progress
Code

Type
Policy

Safeguard Environment
Indigenous people

of

of

Viet Nam: Greater Mekong Sub-region Corridor Towns
Development Project – Tay Ninh Subproject
Project Number: 43319-043
Loan Number L2969-VIE

Name and
Project:

Involuntary Resettlement
Reporting period:

B
B

Jan-Jun 2019

Previous reporting date: 04/2020
 Contract awarding: See Section 2 – The Civil Work
Packages
Key activities from  Working progress (% physical completion): 86%
previous
reporting
 Status of approval of safety issues/licenses/agreements:
period:
Revision and submission first SEMR of 2019 to ADB.
 Carrying out the training courses: no activities
Reported by:

PMU Tay Ninh/ PMSCD

Type of Safeguard Policy Environment

Table 3. Overall progress of the project

No.

Code

DED/Consultancy

Bidding

Construction progress

1

MB-MRF (CW-10)

100%

100%

100%

2

MB-UR (CW-8)

100%

100%

83%

3

MB-WS (CW-7)

100%

100%

98%

4

MB-WWTP (CW9)

100%

100%

85%

5

CW- 11

100%

100%

1%

6

CW- 12

100%

Progress

100%

No bidding yet Not start construction yet
83%

General Progress

61 %
81%

3. Institutional arrangements for Environment, Health and Safety
13. Institutional structure and responsibilities of stakeholders in EMP implementation are
stated in section VII of the updated EMP report. The institutional structure and
responsibilities in updated Environmental Management Plans have been approved by
ADB. The PMU has set up an environmental working group, consisting of 3 people to
ensure the environmental management plan is implemented in all investment items. In
addition, the environmental experts of the Consultant support project management and
capacity development to mobilize to support the Environmental Working Group in
implementing project environmental safeguards.
14. Responsibilities of the governing body, Implementing Agency, PMU, Construction
Supervision Consultant (CSC), Loan supervision consultant, contractor for EMP
implementation are described in the table below.
Table 4. Responsibilities of stakeholders in implementing EMP
Name of Agency

Execution
Agency/EA ( Tay
Ninh PPC)

Responsibilities

Compliance status

1. Ensure the compliance with the Loan
Agreement;
2. Approve bidding plans, bidding
documents, bidding evaluation reports
and award of contracts including
Environmental Management Plan;
3. Submit reports of the sub-projects to
the ADB, including the reports related
to the implementation of the
Environmental Management Plan;
4. Ensure the compliance to the
subproject
implementation
in
accordance
with
the
ADB's
environmental and social safeguards
policies;

Being complied
The plans of bidding, selecting
contractors, following the ratio
of loan budget are strictly
complied based on management
regulations of Vietnamese
governments. Tay Ninh PPC
authorizes Tay Ninh Economic
Zone Authority or the DoNRE
to confirm / approve the EPP or
EIA of each subproject as
prescribed;
submitting
subproject quarterly / annual
reports to ADB, including

related
to
the
5. Approve proposed activities in the case reports
of adverse financial audits or implementation of the EMP.
monitoring and evaluation reports.

Implementation
Agency /IA – Tay
Ninh Economic
Zone Authority

Tay Ninh GMS
PMU

1. Coordinate
and
monitor
the
implementation of the PMU activities,
including environmental protection
activities;
2. Coordinate the PMU's capacity
development program (PMU)
3. Submit for necessary approvals from
relevant departments and other
organizations such as DoNREs before
awarding civil works contracts;
4. Support
the
Environmental
Management Task Force/Project
Management Unit (PMU) in the
implementation of the Environmental
Management Plan;
5. Coordinate periodic reports of the
PMU to the Execution Agency on the
implementation of the Environmental
Management Plan;
6. Perform regular quality control and
inspections of project items;
7. Manage the handover of project items
to operation and maintenance agencies.

Being complied
The Head of Tay Ninh
Economic Zone Authority is
also PMU Director, so the
coordination and supervision of
the Project Management Unit
(PMU)
activities
include
environmental
protection
activities are favorable and
effective.

1. Disseminate and coordinate the
Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM)
2. Ensure that the Environmental
Management Plan is initiated by
responsible parties;
3. Prepare and submit semi-annual
reports of the subprojects/components
including environmental protection
reports;
4. Monitoring the Contractors in their
implementing the Environmental
Management Plan;
5. Ensure
the
Environmental
Management Plan to be incorporated in
the detailed design and civil contracts;
6. Ensure the implementation of the
Environmental Management Plan;

Being complied
Disseminate the Grievance
redress mechanism (GRM) of
environmental to affected
households by the project. Fully
comply with environmental
management regulations of
ADB as well as Vietnam's
Government.

submit periodic monitoring reports to
the Execution Agency and the
Implementing Agency.

Contractors

Construction
Supervision
Consultant
(CSC)

Independent
Monitoring
Organization
(IMO)

1. Implement the requirements of the
Environmental Management Plan and
related reporting requirements;
2. Develop and submit the Monitoring
Consultants for approval of specific
site environmental management plans
(EMP) to meet the requirements of the
Environmental Management Plan
(EMP);
3. Obtain
necessary
permits
for
construction of the components;
4. Appoint a full-time qualified staff to
coordinate the implementation of the
Environmental Management Plan
(EMP), including environmental,
health and safety issues;
5. Cooperate with the PMU to resolve
complaints under the Grievance
Redress Mechanism.
6. Appoint environmental officers, who
will be responsible for ensuring the
mitigation
measures
and
the
Environmental Management Plan
(EMP) to be implemented and reported
regularly.

Partly complied
Not yet fully implemented
mitigation measures in the
Environmental
Management
Plan
(EMP)
including
environmental, health and
safety issues.

1. The supervising consultancy is Being complied
responsible for supervising the number
of environmental protection mitigation
measures.
2. Review the field management and
safety plans on site in accordance with
the safety plans approved by the
investor in accordance with the
contractual
tasks
and
current
regulations.
1. Assess the environmental status in the Being complied
project / subproject area and provide
independent periodic assessments of
environmental protection compliance
during project implementation through
monitoring impact monitoring and
compliance monitoring;

2. Assessment of environmental related
issues such as: biodiversity, changes in
soil and water environment, cultural
and physical resources caused by
noise, dust, wastes, substances toxic,
community and occupational health
and safety
3. Support landscape organization to
implement community consultation
with affected people and other relevant
partners and document documents of
consultation results in periodic
monitoring reports.
4. Identify relevant areas of biodiversity
conservation and environmentally
sensitive areas; provide measures to
prevent and protect these areas.

4. The EMPs are updated and integrated in terms of safety requirements in
contractual arrangements
15. An updated environmental management plan is required for all subprojects. All
environmental management plans have been submitted and approved by ADB. The
approval schedule for the updated environmental management plan for each specific
subproject is shown in the table below.
Table 5. Updating and approving of EMPs
Components
MB-WS
Moc
Bai
Supply Plant

Approval time of
updated EMPs

Requirements on EMP in the Bidding
Documents and Contracts

September 2016

The updated EMP is included in the Bidding
Documents, and is part of the contract No.
02/2017 / HDXL dated February 23, 2017.

MB-MRF –
MocBai
Material
Recovery Facility

September 2016

The updated EMP is included in the Bidding
Documents, and is part of the contract No.
03/2017 / HDXL dated March 9, 2017.

MB-UR –
Moc Bai Urban Road

June 2016

The updated EMP is included in the Bidding
Documents, and is part of the contract No.
05/2017 / HDGT dated October 5, 2017.

MB-WW- Moc Bai
Wastewater
Treatment Plant

October 2016

The updated EMP is included in the Bidding
Documents, and is part of the contract No.
04/2017 / HDXL dated 24/04/2017. HDXL
dated 24/04/2017.

Water

Components

Approval time of
updated EMPs

Requirements on EMP in the Bidding
Documents and Contracts

CW-11- Upgrading
An Thanh - Phuoc
Chi Road

January 2019

The updated EMP is included in the Bidding
Documents, and is part of the contract No.
03/2019
/HĐTC-BQLGMS
dated
13/12/2019.

CW-12-Expansion of
wastewater collection
system for Ben Cau
WWTP

January 2019

Not yet due (bidding has nt been processed)

16. The Particular conditions for the updated EMP bidding document clearly states that the
Contractors shall prepare Site Environmental Management Plans to fully meet the
updated EMP approved by the ADB. The Contractors must include the Action Plan in
their bids to commit to understand and comply with the IFC on Environmental Health
and Safety Directive (2007).
Table 6. Summary of Contractor’s Site Environmental Management Plans (CEMP)
submitted and approved
No.

Name of Packages

Code

Approval of CEMP

1

Moc Bai Water Supply Plant

MB-WS-CW7

Approved 5/7/ 2017

2

Moc Bai Urban Roads

MB-UR-CW8

Approved 21/11/2017

3

Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment Plant

MB-WW-CW9

Approved 5/7/2017

4

Moc Bai Material Recovery Facility

MB-MRF-CW10

5

Upgrading An Thanh - Phuoc Chi Road

CW-11

Approved 6/6/2017
It’s being designed

6

Expansion of wastewater collection system CW-12
for Ben Cau WWTP

It’s being designed

17. During ADB's mission from 19 to 21 June 2019, the mission has found some safety
issues and requested to the PMU implementing corrective actions. The finding issues and
proposed corrective actions are stated in the table below:
Table 7: Implementation plan, safety issues and corrective action
Section

Para

2.Project Outputs 6

Type

Agreed follow-up actions

Status and issues

Tay Ninh PMU to advertise
the IFB for Ben Cau
Wastewater
collection
network package by 1

Tay Ninh PMU did not
prepare the IFB on August 1,
2019. Bidding documents
were sent to ADB on
November
11,
2019.
Preparatory steps will be taken

Output 2

August 2019 to target for to be able to award bids in
contract awards in 2019
early 2020
2. Project
Outputs

7

Output 2

Tay Ninh PMU send ADB EMP of the extended section
the EMP of the extended CW8 is being prepared
section and the 5 pumping
stations by 15 July2019

4.
13
Implementation
of Environment
Safeguards

Tay Ninh PMU to prepare
and submit the next SEMR
for January- June 2019 to
ADB by 31 July 2019.

The
submission
and
disclosure of the next SEMR
for January- June 2019 to
ADB have been delayed in
long time.

4.
Implementation
of Environment
Safeguards

18

Tay Ninh PMU to attach
EMP which ADB has
approved fo An ThanhPhuoc Chi road and Ben
Cau wastewater collection
network subproject to the
bidding documents

The EMP of 2 extended
subproject in Tay Ninh has
been prepared and approved
by ADB. The document will
be attached to the bidding
documents

4.
Implementation
of Environment
Safeguards

19

Tay Ninh PMU to work
with contractor to remove
excavated soil (have been
temporary dumped) to
approved dumping site by
30 June 2019 (CW8, CW9)

The excess soil of CW8 has
been put up for auction 2
times. The amount of soil
excavated
during
the
construction of the sluices at
CW9 has been returned

4.
Implementation
of Environment
Safeguards

20

Tay Ninh PMU to work
with the contractor to
install enough warning
boards
indicating
construction activities and
detail
contact
of
responsible person (CW8)

The warning boards indicating
construction activities not yet
installed
enough
in
construction site CW 8

4.
Implementation
of Environment
Safeguards

21

5
Compliance
with Loan
covenants

22

Safeguards

Safeguards

Safeguards

Tay Ninh PMU to work
with the contractor to
increase wate spraying for
reducing dust pollution
caused by construction
vihicles along the Moc Bai
road from 30 June 2019
Tay Ninh PMU to work
with PPC to assign the
agency to manage the Moc
Bai urban road (CW8)

The contractor still not well
done to reducing dust
pollution for work CW8 as
request.
The management of roads in
Moc Bai has not been
assigned

7. Loan extension 28
and extension of
consulting
services contracts

ADB requested that Tay
Ninh province use counterpart fund to finance
PMSCD consultants.
ADB to send required
inputs of project
implementation support
consultans to PMU by 28
June 2019

7. Loan
extension and
extension of
consulting
services
contracts

29

Tay Ninh PMU to share
with ADB CVs of the first
ranked candidates for
ADB review.

Tay Ninh PPC has a unified
policy on the approval for
using counter-part fund for
project
management
consultants
(CV
No.
2920/UBND-KTTC
dated
30/12/2019). The calculate in
advance and after that
contractor seclection plan will
be submitted to Tay Ninh PPC
to approved
The implementation support
consultans will be guaranteed
satisfy ADB’requests
CVs of the first ranked
candidates will be sent to
ADB

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION MONITORING
1. Current status of implementation of the Environmental Management Plan
(Mitigation measures)
17. The contractor of the package MB-WS-CW7 - Water supply in Moc Bai urban area,
has implemented the mitigation measures proposed in the EMP, according to the
construction environmental management plan. The implementation of mitigation measures
is inadequate, especially the collection of waste (soil waste and solid waste) on the
construction site and ensuring labor safety.
18. The contractor of the package MB-UR-CW8 - Construction of Moc Bai urban road has
implemented the mitigation measures proposed in the EMP, according to the approved
environmental management plan in the field. Issues that have not been fully complied with
by the contractor are Labor safety and community, specially deep holes haven’t been make
a barrier or safety covered, dust pollution and waste soil management. Due to the wide
roads, it is difficult for the contractor to completely reduce the spilled soil on the
transportation road and vehicle dust.
19. Contractor of Package MB-WW-CW9 - Moc Bai Urban Wastewater Subproject does
not currently have a licensed dump for dumping construction solid waste, this amount of
waste is being gathered on construction site. In addition issues: dust pollution, labor safety
and community when constructing the sewers also need more attention. The pits have no

warming lights and roadblocks, causing stagnant water to facilitate the mosquito
development, yet ensure safety against avalanche should cause landslides and damage to
underground works
20. Contractor of package MB-MRF-CW10 - Moc Bai material recovery facility,
Contractor is TBS Company, commencement date is June 8, 2017. The project has been
completed and handed over to the operator.
21. Contractors of the package CW-11-Upgrading the An Thanh – Phuoc Chi road starts
construction on December 25,2019 and has implemented well the mitigation measures
proposed in EMP, according to the approved site environmental management plan.
22. The disposal of waste soil by auction of waste soil done by the PMU and stakeholders
to complete before the subprojects are accepted.
23. The issues that need to carry out corrective actions from the previous reporting period
and in this reporting period are summarized in Table 8. These issues require CSC to closely
monitor and require contractors to perform on time, report to PMU on progress.
Compliance monitoring of contractors needs to be written by a Minute of meeting or detail
site introduction with signature of contractors, and also submitted to PMU.
24. Contractor's compliance monitoring should be carried out through the contractor's
weekly environmental safeguard reports, so CSC requires the contractor to submit a
complete and systematic report.

Comments or
compliance

2.
Implement
Sub-plan
for Partly complied
noise and dust

1. Construction
Partly complied
site drainage

reasons

for

non- Issues that need further actions

- Many pits do not have any means for - Provide adequate short-term drainage away
from construction sites to prevent ponding and
drainage and the groundwater absorb
flooding.
into the borehole, causing stagnant
water create a habitat for harmful - The contractor will prevent borrow pits and
quarries from filling with water. The sites will
organisms.
be pumped periodically to a location approved
by DoNRE and PMU as required. The water
will not increase sediment loading in local
water courses.
- Install temporary storm drains or ditches for
construction sites
- Regularly apply wetting agents to exposed soil
and construction roads.
- Cover or keep moist all stockpiles of
construction aggregates, and all truckloads of
aggregates.
- Dust generated by construction - Minimize time that excavations and exposed
soil are left open/exposed. Backfill within 48
vehicles, smoke, equipment emissions:
hours.
cars, bulldozers, excavators.
- Noise caused by: brick cutters, - All equipment will be properly and adequately
maintained as well as regularly serviced in
excavators,
bulldozers,
vehicles
accordance
with
manufacturer
carrying supplies
recommendations
- Replace or repair unnecessarily noisy vehicles
and machinery.
- Vehicles and machinery will be turned off
when not in use.

1. MB-WS-CW7: Moc Bai Water Supply Plant

Requirements in Compliance status
EMP
(Yes, No, Partial)

Table 8. Compliance with EMP (Environmental Efficiency) requirements

- Vehicles enter and exit the
construction site often obstruct traffic.
Gathering materials and construction
materials to install pipes cause
occupation to the road bed and
sidewalk.

4. Construction Partly complied
and
urban
transportation

- The Contractor should regularly clean daily,
handle collected rubbish. Arranging waste
bins in the construction site.
- A solid waste collection program must be
established and implemented that maintains a
clean worker camps
- All sites to be cleaned of all litter, debris and
any other materials or equipment associated
with construction activities.
- The contractor signs a contract with a
Company with the functions and capacity of
solid waste collection and treatment.
- Schedule construction vehicle activity during
light traffic periods. Create adequate traffic
detours, and sufficient signage & warning
lights.
- Post speed limits, and create dedicated
construction vehicle roads or lanes.
- Inform community of location of construction
traffic areas, and provide them with directions

- Construct temporary noise barriers around
excessively noisy activity areas where
required.
- Wheel washes used for construction vehicles
leaving the construction site.
- All mud on public roads resulting from
construction traffic will be removed before the
end of the working day on which it was
deposited on the road.

non- Issues that need further actions

- Cement bags, wood chips, plastic bags,
food containers have not yet been
collected to a centralized location.

for

3.
Cleaning Partly complied
construction site
and camp

reasons

Comments or
compliance

Requirements in Compliance status
EMP
(Yes, No, Partial)

7. Affected to
livelihood

Partly complied

- Construction of pipelines on the
sidewalk in front of the houses affects
the travel/livelihood of households.

6. Tree
vegetation
removal

and Partly complied

- The land for constructing works at the
booster pumping station and water
treatment plant is losing the area of
existing
vegetation
cover.
Construction of pipelines passing
through the green areas must be
removed and passed through existing
vegetation cover.

on how to best coexist with construction
vehicles on their roads.
- Materials need to gather neatly.
- Land trucks stop operating during peak hours.
- Appropriate safety clothing and footwear will
be mandatory for all construction workers.
- Adequate medical services will be on site or
within 1km of all construction sites.
- Sufficient lighting will be used during
necessary night work.
- All construction sites will be examined daily
to ensure unsafe conditions are removed.
- No unnecessary cutting of trees – all
vegetation to be removed will be in
accordance with the Tree and Vegetation
Removal and Site Restoration management
sub-plan.
- Contact local forestry department for advice
on how to minimize damage to trees and
vegetation.
- Consult DoNRE to determine the most
successful restoration strategy and techniques
and use native species
- All construction areas to be re-vegetated and
landscaped after construction completed.
- Provide adequate short-term drainage away
from construction sites to prevent ponding and
flooding.
- Regularly apply wetting agents to exposed soil
and construction roads

non- Issues that need further actions

- Workers do not have adequate
protective
equipment;
Working at a high place without safety
protection.

for

5. Labor safety Partly Complied
and occupational
health

reasons

Comments or
compliance

Requirements in Compliance status
EMP
(Yes, No, Partial)

Partly complied

1. Worker camp

Complied

reasons

for

- Minimize time that excavations and exposed
soil are left open/exposed. Backfill within 48
hours.
- All mud on public roads resulting from
construction traffic will be removed before the
end of the working day on which it was
deposited on the road.
- The contractor will ensure road and walkway
lighting is provided during construction and
that all construction sites are lit to prevent
accidental injury to the public.
- All sites to be restored on completion
- Berms and plastic sheet fencing will be placed
around all excavations and earthwork areas.
Preference
will
be given to installing a geo-textile barrier to
allow the site to drain.
- Earthworks will be conducted during dry
periods.
- Maintain a stockpile of topsoil for immediate
site restoration following backfilling.
- Protect exposed or cut slopes with planted
vegetation, in accordance with a slope
stabilization protocol.
- Re-vegetate all soil exposure areas as soon as
practicable and appropriate to the season using
native species as advised by DoNRE

non- Issues that need further actions

- At the Plant and Pumping Station, at
the beginning of rainy season, it is easy
to cause erosion of embankment.
The digging of pipe lines when reestablishing without compacting is
easy to subsidence of excavation due to
heavy rain.
- The material of soil and sand was not
compact enough and it was swept away
by the rain.

Comments or
compliance

2. MB-UR CW8: Moc Bai Urban Road-CW 8

8. Erosion

Requirements in Compliance status
EMP
(Yes, No, Partial)

4.
Implement
sub-plan on solid
and liquid waste

Complied

3.
Implement Partly complied
management of
pit and waste soil

Requirements in Compliance status
EMP
(Yes, No, Partial)
2.
Implement Partly
complied
purchasing,
transporting and
storing
construction
materials

reasons

for

non- Issues that need further actions

- Vehicles carrying materials are - Define and schedule how fabricated materials
such as steel, wood structures, and scaffolding
covered with canvas.
will transported and handled.
- The vehicles carrying construction
All aggregate loads on trucks will be covered.
materials run on the road causing dust,
Piles of aggregates at sites will be used/or
spillage, damaging some existing
removed promptly, or covered and placed in
roads.
non-traffic areas.
- The yard for gathering materials
- Construction material acquisition will be in
arranged in areas without traffic.
line with the borrow pit and spoil management
- Construction materials purchased and
sub-plan
gathered according to plans.
- Soil, rock and sand purchased from Transport all organic soil, dredged mud to the
licensed dump
licensed sources.
- Temporary yards are licensed, - Uncontaminated spoil will be disposed of in
ensuring environmental safety when
DoNRE designated sites, which must never be
gathering dredged mud, organic soil
in or adjacent surface waters. Designated sites
and discarded soil.
must be clearly marked and identified - in
- Excavated soil has not been fully
accordance with Borrow Site & Spoil
transported to the disposal area, but
management sub plan.
roads are still gathered under - Where possible excavated soil will be used at
construction.
other construction sites, or disposed in spent
quarries or borrow pits.
- A record of type, estimated volume, and
source of disposed soil will be retained.
- Tay Ninh PMU has conducted procedures for
auction of the exceeding soil. Sold 2 times and
there are only a few remaining, are progressing
in the meantime.
-

Comments or
compliance

- Complied

7. Implementing Partly complied
the sub-plan of
public
health,
occupational
diseases
of
workers
and
safety

6.
Implement
sub-plans
for
disruptions
to
electricity
and
utility supply

Requirements in Compliance status
EMP
(Yes, No, Partial)
5.
Implement Partly complied
sub-plan
for
noise and dust

reasons

for

- The construction site has not had
enough protective barriers, warning
signs and traffic instructions.
- Workers are not yet fully equipped
with labor protection tools.
- Clean drinking water is provided at the
construction sites.

- Coordinate
with
management
agencies, avoiding affecting the
people's daily livelihood.

- Appropriate safety clothing and footwear will
be mandatory for all construction workers.
- Adequate medical services will be on site or
within 1km of all construction sites.
- All construction sites will be examined daily
to ensure unsafe conditions are removed
- Arranging additional protective barriers,
warning signs, traffic instructions.

- Regularly apply wetting agents to exposed soil
and construction roads.
- Cover or keep moist all stockpiles of
construction aggregates, and all truckloads of
aggregates.
- All equipment will be properly and adequately
maintained as well as regularly serviced in
accordance
with
manufacturer
recommendations
- Wheel washes used for construction vehicles
leaving the construction site.
- All mud on public roads resulting from
construction traffic will be removed before the
end of the working day on which it was
deposited on the road.

non- Issues that need further actions

- Vehicles transporting construction
materials causing dust on public roads.
Due to the wide roads, it is difficult for
the contractor to completely reduce the
spilled soil on the transportation road
and vehicle dust.
- Vehicles
transporting
materials
scattered about public roads.
- Working time on site from 7:30 to
17:00; construction site far from
residential area

Comments or
compliance

reasons

Complied

2.
Implement
construction
materials
acquisition,
Partly complied
transport,
and
storage sub-plan

1. Worker camp

for

- Vehicles carrying materials are
covered with canvas.
- Vehicles carrying embankment or
waste soil when being run on the road
cause dust and spillage.
- The yard for gathering materials and
materials arranged in areas without
traffic.
- Construction materials purchased as
planned.
- Some locations have deep excavation
pits or unarranged safety barriers.

-

- Enhancing
educational
awareness
of
HIV/AIDS, environmental hygiene sense for
workers.
- Requirement for all aggregate loads on trucks
to be covered.
- Piles of aggregates at sites will be used/or
removed promptly, or covered and placed in
non-traffic areas.
- Arranging more employees to clean up spilled
materials on MB construction, increasing the
frequency of water-proof trucks.
- Arranging, covering materials on the
construction site as prescribed.
- Fully barrier, putting danger warnings at
positions of the deep excavation pits.

- Fully barrier, putting danger warnings at
positions of the deep holes, unfinished
construction, drainage manholes, horizontal
drain.
- Prohibition of circulation at all of the positions
under construction, the positions are not
guaranteed to be safe.
- Equipping additional night warning lights
- Equipping workers with labor protection
equipment and devices
- Further guidance on safety in construction.

non- Issues that need further actions

- Lack of warning lights (using batteries)
at construction sites near roads at night.
- The unfinished construction positions
haven’t been fully barriered (drainage
manhole, horizontal drain).
- Some locations have deep excavation
pits unarranged or spare arranged
safety barriers.

Comments or
compliance

3. MB-WW-CW9: Moc Bai Waste water Treatment System- CW-9

Requirements in Compliance status
EMP
(Yes, No, Partial)

- All topsoil and overburden removed will be
stockpiled for later restoration in locations
approved by DoNRE and marked on
Construction Site EMP Map.
- Where possible spoil will be used at other
construction sites, or disposed in spent
quarries or borrow pits. Where not possible,
uncontaminated spoil will be disposed of in
DoNRE designated sites
- Suspected contaminated soil will be tested,
and disposed of in designated sites identified
as per National regulations; before treatment
or disposal contaminated spoil will be covered
with plastic and isolated on hard standing with
sealed drainage.
- Ensuring the safety measures of construction,
construction of the slide, how to dig the soil
and re-establish the day before the rain.
- Fully installation of warning signs and night
light signals at the site of the deep holes.
- Fill the dangerous excavation pits as soon as
not to use
- Regular reminder workers on environmental
hygiene consciousness

- Prohibition of circulation at all of the positions
under construction, the positions are not
guaranteed to be safe.

non- Issues that need further actions

3.
Implement
management of Partly complied
pit and waste soil

for

- Land, rock and sand purchased from
licensed sources.
- Excavated soil is temporarily
gathered on the construction site
because there is no dump
- Excavation pits, deep ditches to
install manholes and curves safety
measures have not been satisfactory
to cause landslides when heavy rains
and damage existing underground
works.
- Too many pits overnight without
warning lights, there is a lack of
warning barrier.
- The pit dug with a retainable
groundwater
that
was
not
immediately
returned
to
the
environment for mosquito growth

reasons

Comments or
compliance

Requirements in Compliance status
EMP
(Yes, No, Partial)

reasons

-

7.
Implement
sub-plans
for Complied
disruptions
to

Complied

-

-

- Regularly apply wetting agents to exposed soil
and construction roads.
- Cover or keep moist all stockpiles of
construction aggregates, and all truckloads of
aggregates.
- All equipment will be properly and adequately
maintained as well as regularly serviced in
accordance
with
manufacturer
recommendations
- Wheel washes used for construction vehicles
leaving the construction site (including landfill
site).
- All mud on public roads resulting from
construction traffic will be removed before the
end of the working day on which it was
deposited on the road.
- On WWTP site, ensure border of trees west
edge (border with industrial units) is
maintained to provide a noise and dust buffer
during construction
- Increase the frequency of water trucks to
combat against dust

non- Issues that need further actions

6. Erosion

for

5.
Implement
sub-plan
for Partly complied
noise and dust

Need to keep going

Comments or
compliance

- Vehicles transporting construction
materials causing dust on public roads.
- Vehicles
transporting
materials
scattered about public roads.
- Working time on site from 7:30 to
17:00; construction site is far from
residential area
- During the dry season, there is a lot of
dust generated during the construction
process.

Requirements in Compliance status
EMP
(Yes, No, Partial)
4.
Implement
sub-plan on solid Complied
and liquid waste

reasons

for

Action to be taken

1. MB-WS-CW7: Moc Bai Water Supply – CW 7

Past issues from previous reports:

Issues

Responsibility and time

Table 9. Environmental Issues requiring further action

Moc Bai material recovery facility completed construction and handed over to Hue Phuong Company

Solution

- Health and Safety qualified engineer and
adequate first aid will be on site.
- Arranging additional fencing, protective
barriers, warning signs, traffic instructions
around all construction sites.
- Sufficient signage giving health and safety
warnings and information disclosure at all
sites.
- Ensure that all workers are equipped with and
use Personal Protective Equipment.
- All construction sites will be examined daily
to ensure unsafe conditions are removed or
made safe. Work can only commence on
inspection by the health and safety engineer
- Equipping additional night warning lights

non- Issues that need further actions

- The construction site has protective
barriers, warning signs, traffic
instructions but not enough
- .Lack of warning signs, traffic
instructions and safety barriers. No
workers to keep safely instructions.
- Workers are not yet fully equipped
with
labor
protection
tools.
- Clean drinking water is provided at
the construction sites.
- There are no warning lights (using
batteries) at locations of constructions
near the roads at night.

Comments or
compliance

4. MB-MRF-CW10: Moc Bai Material Recovery Facility –CW 10

8.Implementing
the sub-plan of
public
health,
occupational
Partly complied
diseases
of
workers
and
safety

Requirements in Compliance status
EMP
(Yes, No, Partial)
electricity
and
utility supply

Action to be taken

2. Implement
Sub plan for
noise and dust

- Regularly apply wetting agents to
exposed soil and construction roads.
- Cover or keep moist all stockpiles of
construction aggregates, and
all
truckloads of aggregates.
- Minimize time that excavations and
exposed soil are left open/exposed.
Backfill within 48 hours.
- All equipment will be properly and
adequately maintained as well as
regularly serviced in accordance with
manufacturer recommendations
- Replace or repair unnecessarily noisy
vehicles and machinery.
- Vehicles and machinery will be turned
off when not in use.

- Provide adequate short-term drainage
away from construction sites to prevent
ponding and flooding.
- The contractor will prevent borrow pits
1. Construction
and quarries from filling with water. The
site drainage
sites will be pumped periodically to a
location approved by DoNRE and PMU
as required. The water will not increase
sediment loading in local water courses.
- Install temporary storm drains or ditches
for construction sites

Issues

Solution

The contractor has not yet fully
implemented the mitigation measures
for noise and dust.
- The Contractor must be complied
Implementation of action: with the mitigation measures
WASECO contractor,
committed in the SEMP.
Supervision
of
the - CSC supervises in the field daily and
implementation:
the checks the contractor’s work log,
gives necessary instructions and time
PMU/CSC
required for the contractor to
Deadline: 15/07/2019
complete and report to the PMU.

The contractor has implemented
mesures such as providing adequate
short-term drainage away; install
Implementation of action:
temporary storm drains or ditches
WASECO contractor,
from construction sites but not fully.
Supervision
of
the - The Contractor shall comply with the
implementation:
the mitigation measures committed in the
PMU/CSC
SEMP.
- CSC supervises in the field daily and
Deadline: 15/07/2019
checks the contractor’s work log,
gives necessary instructions and time
required for the contractor to
complete and report to the PMU.

Responsibility and time

Action to be taken
- Construct temporary noise barriers
around excessively noisy activity areas
where required.
- Wheel washes used for construction
vehicles leaving the construction site.
- All mud on public roads resulting from
construction traffic will be removed
before the end of the working day on
which it was deposited on the road.

4. Construction
and urban
transportation

- Schedule construction vehicle activity
during light traffic periods. Create
adequate traffic detours, and sufficient
signage & warning lights.
- Post speed limits, and create dedicated
construction vehicle roads or lanes.
- Inform community of location of
construction traffic areas, and provide
them with directions on how to best

- The Contractor should regularly clean
daily, handle collected rubbish. Arranging
waste bins in the construction site.
- A solid waste collection program must be
established
and
implemented
that
3. Cleaning
maintains a clean worker camps
construction site
- All sites to be cleaned of all litter, debris
and camp
and any other materials or equipment
associated with construction activities.
- The contractor signs a contract with a
Company with the functions and capacity
of solid waste collection and treatment.

Issues

Implementation of action:
WASECO contractor,
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/07/2019

Implementation of action:
WASECO contractor,
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/07/2019

Responsibility and time

- The schedule construction vehicle
activity of the contractor has not
implemented well.
- The Contractor must be complied
with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- The CSC monitors works in the field
daily and issues necessary
site
instructions

- The contractor has not implemented
well. The solid waste collection
program has not fully established and
implemented that maintains a clean
worker camps
- The Contractor must be complied
with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- CSC supervises in the field daily and
checks the contractor’s work log,
gives necessary instructions and time
required for the contractor to
complete and report to the PMU.

Solution

- Berms and plastic sheet fencing will be
placed around all excavations and
earthwork areas. Preference will be
given to installing a geo-textile barrier to
allow the site to drain.
- Earthworks will be conducted during
dry periods.
- Maintain a stockpile of topsoil for
immediate site restoration following
backfilling.
- Protect exposed or cut slopes with
planted vegetation, in accordance with a
slope stabilization protocol.
- Re-vegetate all soil exposure areas as
soon as practicable and appropriate to
the season using native species as
advised by DoNRE

Action to be taken
coexist with construction vehicles on their
roads.
- Materials and materials need to gather
neatly.
- Land trucks stop operating during peak
hours.

2. Implement
purchasing,
transporting
and storing
construction
materials

- The Contractor shall comply with the
mitigation measures committed in the
SEMP.
- Construction materials must be purchased
from licensed pits and quarries.

2. MB-UR- CW8: Moc Bai Urban Road – CW 8

8. Erosion

Issues

Implementation of action:
CIENCO 4 contractor,
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/07/2019

Implementation of action:
WASECO contractor,
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/07/2019

Responsibility and time

- The contractor has implemented the
mitigation measures but not well.
Vehicles carrying materials are
covered with canvas but vehicles run

The contractor has not constructed the
pipe lines properly and fully
implemented mitigation measures
around the excavations and earthwork
areas.
- The Contractor must be complied
with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- CSC supervises in the field daily and
checks the contractor’s work log,
gives necessary instructions and time
required for the contractor to
complete and report to the PMU.

Solution

to

- Transport all organic soil, dredged mud to
the licensed dump
- Uncontaminated spoil will be disposed of
in DoNRE designated sites, which must
never be in or adjacent surface waters.
Designated sites must be clearly marked
and identified - in accordance with
Borrow Site & Spoil management sub
plan.
- Where possible excavated soil will be
used at other construction sites, or
disposed in spent quarries or borrow pits.
- A record of type, estimated volume, and
source of disposed soil will be retained.

Action to be taken
Arranging the store materials ensure
regulations

Implement sub- - Regularly apply wetting agents
exposed soil and construction roads.
plan for noise
and dust

Implement
management of
pit and waste
soil

Issues

Implementation of action:
CIENCO 4 contractor;

Implementation of action:
CIENCO 4 contractor;
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/07/2019

Responsibility and time

- The contractor still didn’t do well to
reducing dust pollution for work
CW8 as request. Due to the wide
roads, it is difficult for the contractor

- Tay Ninh PMU has conducted
procedures for auction of the
exceeding soil. Sold 2 times and there
are only a few remaining, are
progressing in the meantime.
- The contractor must be complied
with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- CSC monitors in the field every day
and issues needed site introduction,
check contractor's work log

Solution
on the road causing dust, spillage,
damaging some existing roads.
- The contractor must be complied
with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- CSC monitors in the field
every
day
and
issues
needed
site
introduction,
check contractor's work log

-

-

-

-

Action to be taken
Cover or keep moist all stockpiles of
construction
aggregates,
and
all
truckloads of aggregates.
All equipment will be properly and
adequately maintained as well as
regularly serviced in accordance with
manufacturer recommendations
Wheel washes used for construction
vehicles leaving the construction site.
All mud on public roads resulting from
construction traffic will be removed
before the end of the working day on
which it was deposited on the road.

Responsibility and time
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/07/2019

Solution
to completely reduce the spilled soil
on the transportation road and vehicle
dust.
- The contractor must be complied
with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- CSC monitors in the field every day
and issues needed site introduction,
check contractor's work log

- The contractor has implemented the
mitigation measures but not well.
- Requirement for all aggregate loads on
Vehicles carrying materials are
trucks to be covered.
covered with canvas but vehicles run
- Piles of aggregates at sites will be used/or
on the road causing dust, spillage,
Implement
removed promptly, or covered and placed Implementation of action: damaging some existing roads; no
construction
SEEN contractor,
in non-traffic areas.
increase the frequency of water-proof
materials
- Arranging more employees to clean up Supervision
of
the trucks.
acquisition,
spilled materials on MB construction, implementation:
the - The contractor must be complied
transport, and
increasing the frequency of water-proof PMU/CSC
with the mitigation measures
storage sub-plan
trucks.
committed in the SEMP.
Deadline: 15/07/2019
- CSC monitors in the field
Arranging, covering materials on the
every
day
and
issues
construction site as prescribed.
needed
site
introduction,
check contractor's work log

3. MB-WW-CW9: Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment System- CW 9

Issues

Action to be taken

- Regularly apply wetting agents to
exposed soil and construction roads.
- Cover or keep moist all stockpiles of
construction
aggregates,
and
all
truckloads
of
aggregates.
5. Implement
sub-plan
for - All equipment will be properly and
adequately maintained as well as
noise and dust
regularly serviced in accordance with
manufacturer recommendations
- Wheel washes used for construction
vehicles leaving the construction site
(including landfill site).
- All mud on public roads resulting from
construction traffic will be removed

- All topsoil and overburden removed will
be stockpiled for later restoration in
locations approved by DoNRE and
marked on Construction Site EMP Map.
- Where possible spoil will be used at other
construction sites, or disposed in spent
Implement
quarries or borrow pits. Where not
management of
possible, uncontaminated spoil will be
pit and waste
disposed of in DoNRE designated sites
soil
- Suspected contaminated soil will be
tested, and disposed of in designated sites
identified as per National regulations;
before
treatment
or
disposal
contaminated spoil will be covered with
plastic and isolated on hard standing with
sealed drainage.

Issues

- The contractor does not currently
have a licensed dump for dumping
construction solid waste, this
amount of waste is being gathered
on construction site.
- The contractor must be complied
with the implement management of
pit and waste soil committed in the
SEMP.
- CSC monitors in the field every day
and issues needed site introduction,
check contractor's work log

Solution

The contractor haven’t done well to
reduce noise and dust pollution
- The contractor must be complied
with the mitigation measures
Implementation of action:
committed in the SEMP.
SEEN contractor,
- CSC monitors in the field every day
Supervision
of
the
and issues needed site introduction,
implementation:
the
check contractor's work log
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/07/2019

Implementation of action:
SEEN contractor,
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/07/2019

Responsibility and time

- Construction of soil leveling for the Plant
Area and the Pumping Station ensure each
layer of compaction as designed.
- The
Contractor
shall
comply with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- The CSC monitors works in the field and
issues necessary Site instructions.
-

Action to be taken
before the end of the working day on
which it was deposited on the road.
- On WWTP site, ensure border of trees
west edge (border with industrial units) is
maintained to provide a noise and dust
buffer during construction

- No unnecessary cutting of trees – all
vegetation to be removed will be in
accordance with the Tree and Vegetation
Tree
and
Removal
and
Site
Restoration
vegetation
management sub-plan.
removal
- Contact local forestry department for
advice on how to minimize damage to
trees and vegetation.

2. MB-WS-CW7: Moc Bai Water Supply – CW 7
Implementation of action:
WASECO contractor,
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/02/2020

1. MB-MRF-CW10: Moc bai Material Recovery Facility: No

New issues from this report

Responsibility and time

Solution

- In the pump station area and the plant,
there are locations for planting trees
and small campuses for planting
grass and shrubs to return the area of
vegetation
occupied
by
the
construction
site.
On the re-built pipe above, it is used
with soil and soil not mixed with

- The contractor has implemented about
Implementation of action: soil leveling for the works ensure each
layer of compaction as designed.
SEEN contractor,
- The contractor has complied with the
Supervision
of
the
mitigation measures committed in the
implementation:
the
SEMP.
PMU/CSC
- CSC
monitors
in
the
field
Deadline: 15/07/2019
daily and checks contractor site logs

4. MB-MRF-CW10: Moc bai Material Recovery Facility: No

Erosion

Issues

to

- Provide adequate short-term drainage
away from construction sites to prevent
ponding and flooding.
- Regularly apply wetting agents to
exposed soil and construction roads
- Minimize time that excavations and
exposed soil are left open/exposed.
Backfill within 48 hours.
- All mud on public roads resulting from
construction traffic will be removed
before the end of the working day on
which it was deposited on the road.
- The contractor will ensure road and
walkway lighting is provided during
construction and that all construction
sites are lit to prevent accidental injury to
the public.
- All sites to be restored on completion

Action to be taken
- Consult DoNRE to determine the most
successful restoration strategy and
techniques
and
use
native
species
- All construction areas to be re-vegetated
and landscaped after construction
completed.

Solution
bricks to ensure that plants can
regrow.
- The
Contractor
shall
comply with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- The CSC monitors works in the field
and
issues
necessary
Site
instructions.

- The contractor has implemented the
mitigation measures but not well.

The contractor completes each section
Implementation of action: and re-establish immediately to ensure
that households affected by the
CIENCO 4 contractor,
Supervision
of
the construction process is at shortest time.
Contractor
shall
implementation:
the - The
comply with the mitigation measures
PMU/CSC
committed in the SEMP.
Deadline: 15/02/2020
- The CSC monitors works in the field
and
issues
necessary
Site
instructions.

Responsibility and time

2. Implement
- The Contractor shall comply with the Implementation of action:
purchasing,
mitigation measures committed in the CIENCO 4 contractor,
transporting and
SEMP.

3. MB-UR CW8: Moc Bai Urban Road – CW 8

Affected
livelihood

Issues

Action to be taken
- Construction materials must be purchased
from licensed pits and quarries.
Arranging the store materials ensure
regulations

- Transport all organic soil, dredged mud to
the licensed dump
- Uncontaminated spoil will be disposed of
in DoNRE designated sites, which must
never be in or adjacent surface waters.
Designated sites must be clearly marked
Implement
and identified - in accordance with
management of
Borrow Site & Spoil management sub
pit and waste
plan.
soil
- Where possible excavated soil will be
used at other construction sites, or
disposed in spent quarries or borrow pits.
A record of type, estimated volume, and
source of disposed soil will be retained.

Issues
storing
construction
materials

Implementation of action:
CIENCO 4 contractor;
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/02/2020

Responsibility and time
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/02/2020

- Tay Ninh PMU has conducted
procedures for auction of the
exceeding soil. Sold 2 times and there
are only a few remaining, are
progressing in the meantime.
- The contractor must be complied
with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- CSC monitors in the field every day
and issues needed site introduction,
check contractor's work log

Solution
Vehicles carrying materials are
covered with canvas but vehicles run
on the road causing dust, spillage,
damaging some existing roads.
- The contractor must be complied
with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- CSC monitors in the field
every
day
and
issues
needed
site
introduction,
check contractor's work log

Action to be taken

Implementation of action:
CIENCO 4 contractor;
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/02/2020

Responsibility and time

- The contractor still didn’t do well to
reducing dust pollution for work
CW8 as request. Due to the wide
roads, it is difficult for the contractor
to completely reduce the spilled soil
on the transportation road and vehicle
dust.
- The contractor must be complied
with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- CSC monitors in the field every day
and issues needed site introduction,
check contractor's work log

Solution

Implementation of action:
Implement
construction
- Fully barrier, putting danger warnings at SEEN contractor,
materials
positions of the deep excavation pits.
Supervision
of
the
acquisition,
implementation:
the
transport, and
PMU/CSC

- The Contractor shall comply with the
mitigation measures committed in the
SEMP.

Implementation of action:
Training course
SEEN contractor,
on knowledge
of
the
about HIV / The contractor needs to start a training Supervision
The contractor will cooperate with
implementation:
the
AIDS
for course about HIV for workers
PMU to start the course
PMU/CSC
workers has not
been conducted
Deadline: 15/02/2020

4. MB-WW-CW9: Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment System- CW 9

- Regularly apply wetting agents to
exposed soil and construction roads.
- Cover or keep moist all stockpiles of
construction
aggregates,
and
all
truckloads of aggregates.
- All equipment will be properly and
adequately maintained as well as
Implement subregularly serviced in accordance with
plan for noise
manufacturer recommendations
and dust
- Wheel washes used for construction
vehicles leaving the construction site.
All mud on public roads resulting from
construction traffic will be removed before
the end of the working day on which it was
deposited on the road.

Issues

Implementation of action:
SEEN contractor,
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC

- Prohibit circulation in locations that do
not ensure safety.
- Fully installation of warning signs and
night light signals, barriers at the site of the
deep holes.

Many pits were
excavated
overnight but
there were no
signal
lights,

- The contractor should arrange
personnel responsible for the
inspection and preparation of signs
and fences at the construction site.

Implementation of action:
SEEN contractor,
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
The contractor exchanges with related
PMU/CSC
units to avoid damaging underground
Deadline: 15/02/2020
works
- The
Contractor
shall
comply with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- The CSC monitors works in the field
and
issues
necessary
Site
instructions.

- Construction of excavation pits and
ditches ensure proper technique
- Discuss with local authorities to
understand the location of existing
underground works
- Ensuring the safety measures of
construction, construction of the slide,
how to dig the soil and re-establish the day
before the rain.
- Fill the dangerous excavation pits as soon
as not to use

Solution
- The CSC monitors works in the field
and
issues
necessary
Site
instructions.

Implement
management of
pit and waste
soil
Deep
excavation pits
and ditches to
install manholes
and sewers have
not met the
requirements of
causing
landslides when
heavy rains and
damaging
existing
underground
works.

Issues
Action to be taken
Responsibility and time
storage
sub- - Prohibition of circulation at all of the Deadline: 15/02/2020
plan:
positions under construction, the
positions are not guaranteed to be safe.
Some locations
have
deep
excavation pits
or unarranged
safety barriers.

- Contractors ensure technical performance
- Ensuring the safety measures of
construction, construction of the slide,
how to dig the soil and re-establish the day
before the rain.
- Fill the dangerous excavation pits as soon
as not to use
- Regular
reminder
workers
on
environmental hygiene consciousness

- The contractor should have a plan and
assign tasks to the workers to perform
dust-proof watering control.
- Arranging and processing components far
from populated areas before putting
finished products into installation at
locations near residential areas
- Regularly apply wetting agents to
exposed soil and construction roads.
- Cover or keep moist all stockpiles of
construction
aggregates,
and
all
truckloads of aggregates.

Excavation pits
absorb back by
groundwater
causing stagnant
water to be
returned
immediately to
create
an
environment for
mosquito
development

Implement subplan for noise
and dust:
Dust generated a
lot during the
dry season

Deadline: 15/02/2020

Implementation of action:
SEEN contractor,
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC

Implementation of action:
SEEN contractor,
Supervision
of
the
implementation:
the
PMU/CSC
Deadline: 15/02/2020

Issues
Action to be taken
Responsibility and time
barriers,
and - Fill the dangerous excavation pits as Deadline: 15/02/2020
lack
of soon as not to use
dangerous signs

- The
Contractor
shall
comply with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- The CSC monitors works in the field
and
issues
necessary
Site
instructions.

- The
Contractor
shall
comply with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- The CSC monitors works in the field
and
issues
necessary
Site
instructions.

Solution
- The Contractor shall comply with the
mitigation measures committed in the
SEMP.
- The CSC monitors works in the field
and
issues
necessary
Site
instructions.

-

-

-

-

-

Action to be taken
All equipment will be properly and
adequately maintained as well as
regularly serviced in accordance with
manufacturer recommendations
Wheel washes used for construction
vehicles leaving the construction site
(including landfill site).
All mud on public roads resulting from
construction traffic will be removed
before the end of the working day on
which it was deposited on the road.
On WWTP site, ensure border of trees
west edge (border with industrial units) is
maintained to provide a noise and dust
buffer during construction
Increase the frequency of water trucks to
combat against dust

Responsibility and time

Solution

Some pictures on construction site regarding health and safety issues

26. During the reporting period, there were no safety incidents on the construction sites and there were no incidents affecting
workers' health. Construction supervision consultants are regularly present at the site to inspect, supervise and remind
contractors about the implementation of safety measures.

2. Health and Safety

Issues

not ensuring labor safety

Deep pits in road D11 without fenced (Package CW8 Sep / 2019) Fenced is not ensuring (Package CW8 July / 2019)

Workers are not equipped with workwear at work (Package CW9 Lack of deep hole warning signs
Sep/ 2019)
(Package CW9 Sep/ 2019)

Action to be taken

1. MB-WS-CW7: Moc Bai Water Supply- CW 7

Past issues from previous reports:

Issues

Responsibility
and time

Table 10. Health and Safety Issues
Solution

27. Some of the safety issues at the construction site are not fully complied with, and additional solutions are required in Table
10. Health and Safety Issues

Workers are not yet equipped with labor protection tools Electric safety condition is very poor , construction materials
(Package CW7 Dec 2019)
are not arranged neatly (Package CW7 July/ 2019)

Action to be taken

Implementing the sub-plan
of
public
health,
occupational diseases of
workers and safety
1. Workers have not fully
complied with the use of
labor protection during
working time.
2. There are no warning
lights (using batteries) at
locations of deep pits near
roads.
The Contractor's Safety Officer reminds
workers to comply and promulgate
penalties for violations of site
regulations.
-The Contractor need to install warning
lights at night, barriers, dangerous signs

2. MB-UR-CW8: Moc Bai Urban Road- CW-8

Labor safety on the - Safety Engineer of the Contractor
construction
site: should regularly remind the workers to
+Workers do not have comply with the labor safety regulation.
adequate
protective - Fully equip with shoes, hats and
protective gloves for workers.
equipment;
- Conductors must be hung on wooden
+ Working at a high place
posts, not on the ground.
without safety protection.
+Wires leading to the
construction
machine
positions are hung on
temporary supports, the
wires are still on the
ground.

Issues

Solution

Deadline:
15/07/2019

Supervision of the
implementation:
the PMU/CSC

Implementation of
action: CIENCO 4
contractor,

- The contractor has not implemented
well. Workers have not fully
complied with the use of labor
protection and arranging barriers,
warning lights.
- The Contractor must be complied
with the mitigation measures
committed in the SEMP.
- CSC monitors in the field every day
and issues needed site introduction,
check contractor's work log
- The Contractor's Labor safety
engineer need to regularly urge
workers to comply with occupational
safety;

Implementation of - Wires leading to the construction
action: WASECO
machine positions were hanged at the
right place, but the contractor has not
contractor,
implemented well. Workers have not
Supervision of the
fully complied with the use of labor
implementation:
protection and labor safety on the
the PMU/CSC
construction site.
The contractor must be complied
Deadline:
with the mitigation measures
15/07/2019
committed in the SEMP.
- CSC supervises in the field and
provides necessary Field Instructions
and checking Contractor's work log.

Responsibility
and time

Action to be taken

New issues from this report

Solution

- The contractor has not implemented
well. Workers have not fully
Implementation of
complied with the use of labor
action:
SEEN
protection. The construction site still
contractor,
has a lack of protective barriers,
warning signs, traffic instructions.
Supervision of the
- The Contractor's Labor safety
implementation:
engineer need regularly urge workers
the PMU/CSC
to comply with occupational safety;
Deadline:
CSC
supervises site activities and
15/07/2019
provides necessary Site instructions
and contractor's work log.

Responsibility
and time

4. MB-MRF-CW10: Moc Bai Material Recovery Facility- CW 10: No

3.Labor safety on the
construction site
1. The construction site has
protective
barriers,
warning signs, traffic
instructions
but
not
enough.
2. Workers are not yet fully
equipped with labour
protection tools.

- Appropriate
fencing,
protective
barriers, and buffer zones will be
provided around all construction sites.
- Sufficient signage giving health and
safety warnings and information
disclosure at all sites.
- Ensure that all workers are equipped
with and use Personal Protective
Equipment.
- All construction sites will be examined
daily to ensure unsafe conditions are
removed or made safe. Work can only
commence on inspection by the health
and safety engineer.
- The Contractor's Labor safety engineer
should regularly urge workers to
comply
with
labor
safety;
Equipped with enough shoes, helmets,
protective gloves for workers.
- Checking daily before starting work.
Provide
additional
protective
equipment in case of damage
- Power conductors must be hung on
wooden posts and must not be placed
on the ground

3. MB-WW-CW9: Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment – CW 9

Issues

Action to be taken

Responsibility
and time
Solution

3. MB-UR-CW8: Moc Bai Urban Road- CW 8

Lack of warning signs,
instructions,
safety
barriers, signal lights
(battery), especially at
construction sites near
roads at night, deep
excavation pits, manholes,
sewers

- Arranging
additional
fencing,
protective barriers, warning signs,
traffic
instructions
around
all
construction sites, especially at
construction sites near roads at night,
deep excavation pits, manholes, sewers
- Sufficient signage giving health and
safety warnings and information
disclosure at all sites.
- All construction sites will be examined
daily to ensure unsafe conditions are
removed or made safe.
- Equipping additional night warning
lights

Implementation of
action:
SEEN
- The Contractor must comply with the
contractor,
mitigation measures committed in the
Supervision of the
SEMP.
implementation: - CSC monitors in the field every day
the PMU/CSC
and issues needed site introduction,
Deadline:
check contractor's work log
15/02/2020

Implementation of
action:
SEEN
contractor,
Training
course
on
knowledge about HIV /
Supervision of the
CSC and PMU's trainers supervise the
AIDS for workers has not Planning and coordinating with the implementation:
preventive
medicine
centers
for
training
contractor's completion
been conducted
the PMU/CSC
Deadline:
15/02/2020

2. MB-WW-CW9: Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment – CW 9

1. MB-MRF-CW10: Moc Bai Material Recovery Facility- CW 10: Construction works have been completed

Issues

Action to be taken

- Safety Engineer of the Contractor
Labor safety on the
should regularly remind the workers to
construction
site:
comply with the labor safety regulation.
+Workers do not have
- Fully equip with shoes, hats and
adequate
protective
protective gloves for workers.
equipment;
- Conductors must be hung on wooden
+ Working at a high place posts, not on the ground.
without safety protection.
+Wires leading to the
construction
machine

4. MB-WS-CW7: Moc Bai Water Supply- CW 7

- The construction site has
not
had
enough
protective
barriers, - All construction sites will be examined
warning signs and traffic
daily to ensure unsafe conditions are
instructions.
removed
- Lack of warning lights - Arranging
additional
protective
(using
batteries)
at
barriers, warning signs, traffic
construction sites near
instructions.
roads at night.
- Fully barrier, putting danger warnings
- The
unfinished
at positions of the deep holes,
construction positions
unfinished construction, drainage
haven’t
been
fully
manholes, horizontal drain.
barriered
(drainage - Prohibition of circulation at all of the
manhole,
horizontal
positions under construction, the
drain).
positions are not guaranteed to be safe.
- Some locations have - Equipping additional night warning
deep excavation pits
lights
unarranged or spare
arranged safety barriers.

Issues

The Contractor must comply with the
mitigation measures committed in the
SEMP.
CSC monitors in the field every day
and issues needed site introduction,
check contractor's work log

Solution

Implementation of - Wires leading to the construction
machine positions were hanged at the
action: WASECO
right place, but the contractor has not
contractor,
implemented well. Workers have not
Supervision of the
fully complied with the use of labor
protection
and labor safety on the
implementation:
construction site.
the PMU/CSC
- The contractor must be complied
Deadline:
with the mitigation measures
15/02/2020
committed in the SEMP.

Deadline:
15/02/2020

Implementation of
action: CIENCO 4
contractor,
Supervision of the
implementation:
the PMU/CSC

Responsibility
and time

positions are hung on
temporary supports, the
wires are still on the
ground.

Issues

Action to be taken

Responsibility
and time
CSC supervises in the field and
provides necessary Field Instructions
and checking Contractor's work log.

Solution

3. Environmental quality monitoring:
28. In 2018, environmental quality monitoring activities were implemented, the results of
environmental quality monitoring were shown in the Environmental Safety Monitoring
Report for the last 6 months of 2018. During the reporting period, no environmental
monitoring program is implemented because the project owner didn’t calculated enough
the cost for environmental quality monitoring activities. Failure to comply with the
environmental quality monitoring is non-compliance with ADB policies and will make it
difficult to identify, monitor the environmental quality in order to promptly solve
environmental incidents. PMU should add additional funding for environmental quality
monitoring activities to ensure compliance with the approved EMP. The additional fund
should be done in the quarter I of 2020.
COMPLIANCE ON SAFEGUARD UNDER THE LOAN COVENANTS
29. Compliance with environmental safeguards under loan agreement of the project is
shown in Table 11 below
Table 11. Compliance with safety under loan agreement of the Project
Plan

Para Agreement

4

6

5

2

Remarks
/
Issues
/ Type
Compliance status
The Borrower shall not award any Complied with.
Safeguards
works contract until the Borrower Updated IEEs prepared based
has obtained clearance from ADB on approved detailed design
of the relevant IEE
were submitted to ADB for
clearance before award of civil
work contract.
Materials Recovery Facility

The Borrower shall cause each
Project Executing Agency to issue
a decision that (a) requires twolevel waste segregation at source
into wet biodegradables and dry
non biodegradables; (b) segregates
waste collection; (c) imposes
penalties on open dumping and
littering; and (d) provides priority
to materials recovery facility
operator in the purchase of
segregated dry non biodegradables
from locators, factories, and
establishments within the current
and future special economic zones

Complied with.
Tay Ninh issued: (i) Decision
No. 2406/QD UBND dated 21
November 2013 approving plan
on solid waste management by
2020 and orientation by 2030;
(ii) Decision No. 11/2010/QDUBND dated 22 March 2010;
(iii) Decision No. 56/2012/QD
UBND dated 4 December 2012 Safeguards
on the management of solid
waste in Tay Ninh province.
2 types of waste are decoposed
at
the
source.
Green
environment Hue Phuong is the
MRF’s managing unit, which
has ISO quality management
license
for
collecting
,
transporting, saving, recycling

5

3

Operations and Maintenance
The Borrower shall cause Tay
Ninh PPC to ensure that Tay Ninh
Economic Zone Authority, shall be
responsible
for
the operations and maintenance of
all urban infrastructure facilities
within their territory with the
exception of the water supply
system and wastewater treatment
plant in Moc Bai

5

4

The Borrower shall cause Tay
Ninh PPC to ensure that the
operations
and maintenance of the water
supply system and wastewater
treatment
plant in Moc Bai shall remain with
a specialized sector agency

5

5

Environment
The Borrower shall ensure that the
preparation, design, construction,
implementation, operation and
decommissioning of the Project
and all Project facilities comply
with (a) all applicable laws and
regulations of the Borrower
relating to environment, health and
safety; (b) the Environmental

and processing waste and
dangerous waste management
license to buy and collect waste
materials to recycle with a
reasonable price
Partly complied with.
Operation
Decision 2026 dated 22 August
2018 by Tay Ninh PPC
assigning Tay Ninh Economic
Zone Authority to manage the
water supply and wastewater
treatment
plants.
The
management of roads in Moc
Bac has not been assigned

Operation
Complied with
Decision 2026 dated 22 August
2018 by Tay Ninh PPC
assigning Tay Ninh Economic
Zone Authority to manage the
water supply and wastewater
treatment plants. Tay Ninh
Economic Zone Authority will
select an operator through
bidding as per Government
regulations. Specialized sector
agency
such
as
water
companies, urban environment
and public works company are
equitized and the government
cannot give the facilities to
these
companies
for
management
Partly complied
Safeguards
The uIEE and EMPs are
attached to bidding documents.
The submission and disclosure
of semi-annual monitoring
reports, January - June 2019 of
Tay Ninh have been delayed in
long time. Corrective actions
were partly carried out to
address the environment issues

Safeguards; and (c) all measures found in the last monitoring
and requirements set forth in each report.
IEE, each EMP, and any corrective
or preventative actions set forth in
a Safeguards Monitoring Report.
5

9

5

10

Human
and
Financial Being complied
Safeguards
Resources
to
Implement Tay Ninh PMU has arranged 02
staffs to carry out supervision of
Safeguards Requirements
EMP update plan. PMSCD
The Borrower shall cause the environmental experts provide
Project Executing Agencies to guidance on EMP management
make
available
necessary and monitoring for contractors
PMU.
Construction
budgetary and human resources to and
fully
implement
the supervision consultants also
Environmental Management Plan perform environmental content
monitoring.
Independent
Monitoring Unit (IMO) carries
out independent monitoring
Plan for updating EMP every 6
months
Safeguards
Safeguards – Related Provisions Being complied
in Bidding
Works
Contracts

Documents

and IEE and uEMPs for additional
subprojects in Tay Ninh have
been prepared and approved by
The Borrower shall cause the ADB. These are attached to the
Project Executing Agencies to bidding documents. All bidding
ensure that all bidding documents documents and construction
and contracts for Works contain contracts include provisions
provisions that require contractors that require the contractor: (a)
to: (a) comply with the measures to comply with the measures
relevant to the contractor set forth stated in the approved EMP
in the Initial Environmental Update Plan and any preventive
Examination, the Environmental or corrective actions taken.
Management Plan and any recorded
in
the
Safety
corrective or preventative actions Monitoring Report; (b) budget
set forth in a Safeguards allocations
for
all
Monitoring Report; (b) make environmental measures; (c)
available a budget for all such provide the Employer with
environmental
and
social written notice of risks incurred
measures; and (c) provide the during project construction,
Borrower with a written notice of implementation and operation
any unanticipated environmental, that are not stated in the EMP
risks or impacts that arise during Update Plan. Details are
construction, implementation or recorded in the bid packages of

operation of the Project that were
not considered in the Initial
Environmental Examination, the
Environmental Management Plan
5

11

the contractor and the semiannual
report
of
the
Independent
Supervision
Consultant and monthly report
of the Contractor.

Safeguards
and Being complied.
The submission and disclosure
of semi-annual monitoring
The Borrower shall cause the
Project Executing Agencies to do reports, January - June 2019 of
Tay Ninh have been delayed in
the following:
long time.
(a) submit semi-annual Safeguards
There is no findings of
Monitoring Reports to ADB and
environmental or social risks
disclose relevant information from
such reports to affected persons which have been identified in
the operation of the project but
promptly upon submission;
not reflected in the uEMP.
(b)
if
any
unanticipated There is no breach of the
environmental and/or social risks requirements stated in the
and
impacts
arise
during uEMP. Corrective actions were
construction, implementation or partly carried out to address the
operation of the Project that were environment issues found in the
not considered in the Initial last monitoring report.
Environmental Examination, the
Environmental Management Plan,
promptly inform ADB of the
occurrence of such risks or
impacts, with detailed description
of the event and proposed
corrective action plan; and
Safeguards
Reporting

Monitoring

(c) report any actual or potential
breach of compliance with the
measures and requirements set
forth in the Environmental
Management Plan promptly after
becoming aware of the breach.

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION, INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND
STRENGTHENING
30. During the semi-annual reporting period, a number of activities related to public
consultation, information disclosure and capacity building are being undertaken. This
report refers to the consultative, disclosure and capacity building activities involved or
referred to in the Subproject Environmental Management Plan of Contractors;
Consultations, information disclosure, and capacity building on other issues are included
in the report on gender action plan, resettlement report.

31. In the reporting period, the exchange and answers to information and inquiries of
people are regularly carried out by contractors, supervision consultants and project
management units. The detail information is shown below:
Table 12: Some comments of local people
Package
CW7

Comment
Location
Excess soil and sand on the construction site are Loi Thuan commune
not cleared, affecting the daily life of the people
Gathering materials and construction materials
cause occupation to the road bed and sidewalk.

CW8

This route has a lot of transporting vehicles, so the
scattered soils will fall on the road. Waste soils are
dropped on roadsides.The road is very dusty.
Water truck reduces dust but not much.
Many manholes have not been covered, deep
holes without fenced are very dangerous
Sand and materials spilled along roadsides, rain
causing sand to be washed down the culvert

CW9

Loi Thuan commune (near
DN1B road)

Loi Thuan commune

Loi Thuan commune

The excavated holes are landslide, deep holes
stagnant water are dangerous. The holes without Loi Thuan commune
dangerous warning signs. The deep holes without
fence.
At night, the holes don’t have light and barriers,
which is very dangerous
Loi Thuan commune

32. No capacity building activities was carried out in the reporting period.
GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM
33. PMU sent document on cooperation of publicly disclose the ADB's
accountability mechanism to the local authorities, all affected households and community
in the GMS project community.
 Number of new complaints, if any, since the last follow-up: _0___
 Number of complaints resolved: __0 ___
 Number of unresolved complaints: __0__

Table 13. Grievance redress mechanism

CONCLUSION
34. Compliance with the environmental management plan of the subprojects is being

Types of Complaints

Detail(Date, person,
Required Actions,
address, contact
Responsibilities and Time
details, etc.)

Solution

Past issues from previous reports:
No
New issues from this report:
No

implemented by the PMU in coordination with the parties but is not complete. Some
outstanding issues from previous reports should be promoted such as implement sub-plan
for noise and dust; purchasing, transporting and storing construction materials;
management of pit and waste soil; solid and liquid waste management on site; construction
and urban transportation and labor safety on the construction sites. Some outstanding issues
in this reporting period should be promoted to: (i)Fully arranging of barriers, signboards,
and danger warning at the locations of deep pits and manholes, culvert works, (ii) Ensuring
technical and quality when constructing deep excavation pits and ditches to install
manholes and sewers (iii) Increase wate spraying for reducing dust pollution, (iv) Tree and
vegetation removal and affected to livelihood in CW7, (v) Implementation of sampling
program and environmental quality monitoring and (vi) Equip knowledge about HIV /
AIDS to workers.
35. In order to achieve greater effectiveness in the implementation of the environmental
management plan, the PMU requested the Supervision Consultant to strengthen the
coordination with the PMU, to report as soon as the contractor's problem was discovered
to the PMU. PMU takes timely measures. In addition, CSC reports need to be made more
specific in accordance with the actual monthly situation.

ANNEX
Annex 1: Some pictures on package site
 Some pictures on CW7 package site

Excess soil and sand on the construction site are Dirty dust due to material transportation on
not cleared, affecting the daily life of the people the site affecting the daily life of the people
and the urban landscape
around construction site

Workers are not yet equipped with labor Electric safety condition is very poor ,
protection tools at work
construction materials are not arranged neatly

Construction ground is poor environmental
sanitation.

A construction ground is not levelled and
creates drainage slopes, poor environmental
sanitation.

* Some pictures on CW 8 package site:
Watering to reduce dust in the D.N1B

Erosion of industrial park fences

Transporting spilled soil, stone onto public roads

Dust pollution road D.N1B

Land gathered by roadside of route D.N1B, Km 1+800

Deep pits without fenced

Inspection tour about safely labor

Road foundation is water flooded

Deep manholes uncovered

Exceeding soil not gathered to dumping site

 Some pictures on CW9 package site:

Sand is swept along to culvert

Dust pollution from soil transport

Stagnant water in the excavation pit

Workers lack of labor protection – Labor safety

Excavated soil hasn’t been anti-landslide measures

Lack of dangerous warning signs

Constructing broken water pipes

Deep hole without warning sign, barriers

Annex 2: Inputs on Environment Safeguards for Bidding Document

